Cloud Computing Services Events at the Morgan Library Event Hall

May 17th
Amazon Web Services

AWS 101: 8:30 a.m.
- AWS in Higher Education
- Services Overview
- VPC Design
- Security/Compliance
- Provide a price discussion/console overview/Simple monthly calculator
- Common Use cases
- Console overview

AWS in Research: 10:00 a.m.
- Security
- Privacy
- Compliance due to NSF and NIH
- Pricing discussion/Internet2 Net + agreement
- Egress waiver for Research
- Provide a price discussion/console overview/Simple monthly calculator
- SPOT instances
- Use cases

General Questions to Follow

May 19th
Microsoft Azure

Microsoft Azure for Education IT Pros: 10:00 a.m.
- Using Azure in Higher Education
- Higher education customer use case scenarios
- Azure education solutions
- Walkthrough of using Azure

Microsoft Azure for Research: 1:00 p.m.
- Using Azure in education research
- Higher education research customer use case scenarios
- Walkthrough of using Azure in higher education research
- Azure grants for research and professors

General Questions to Follow